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The Green Room 
(for Marianna, with thanks …) 
 

 
 
When, on summer days, the slow bake of afternoon sets in,  
‘tis time to down the gardening shears, remove Hesse’s hat  
and rest in the Green Room just serviced. ‘Tis time for Gaia  
to grant siesta to her ten thousand things; time for Hokusai’s  
Great Wave of activity to give way to pacific waters, a flick  
of benevolent baton and listen: All birds and beasts hushed.  
 
Each hallowed thing sated, suffused, steeped as fresh mint  
tea in the moment; two-four-six-eight-legged – we all sink  
into the swoon of mollient space (except for crazy crickets,  
life mission unabated with persistent sweaty glee). Beyond,  
though, and beneath, only the hum of shared life perceived,  
all simply going about the business of breathing, being, quietly.  
 
‘Tis a resonance taken up by amenable stone structures; that’s  
when I hear the Mother’s call (within Marianna’s humble walls).  
Leave your cosseted (human) chamber, she purrs, for its (true- 
natured) cousin. So do I climb Hesse’s Stufen up into the garden,  
peel apart a conspiracy of photosynthetic curtains, step across  
the threshold into a granite-bound, ivy-bedecked, shrub-shrouded,  
 
grapevine-guarded Commons of sensuous sentient green. Grotto  
of hidden wonder, unremarked by passersby – here may I bask,  
become the silence, softness, deep within Summer’s furnace. In  
eyes-wide-open contemplative repose, here may I join Sun’s trek  
across the sky to late in the West. We each herald the lethargic  
approach of eventide, but ‘tis no less remarkable for our languor.  
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Nothing special, Suzuki would say. 
 
Nevertheless I call this time Last Light, when dear brother Home  
Star streams through the damp haze lifted from the gorge below,  
to etch, demarcate Ruscada’s bones with subtlety, rather than  
the clear-aired clarity he reserves for dawn. Blazing we may be  
on our metal garden saddles, yet retreat do we not, too perfect  
the picture, last cavalry salute to the troops. Stand easy, soldier. 
  
You know this too shall pass and despite respite to follow, methinks  
shall you be forlorn for your loss. Yet when each day the like end,  
Divinity daily sent in, to engage our sensory witness? When a dozen  
swift-flown sharpshooters wheel round the village basilisk, over,  
ever over, an entire season long, squealing their joy on high? Same  
same, but different. This the response to the challenge as issued.  
 
Hokusai too of a similar bent.  
 
Thirty-six Views did he paint of Edo’s revered mount, but can I  
paint in words as many of Ruscada’s boundless faces? Assuredly  
more than possible. I can almost see my dear mentor’s furrowed  
brow to restrict his choice to a paltry three dozen. So do I watch your  
countenance soften, dear sister in stone. Illusive your transport from  
late ave to early eve, in humidity, our shared-breath tranquillity  
 
backdrop’d by renewed activity, each bird and beast refreshed for  
your Beethoven-worthy coda. Till it all quiets again, in the perpetual  
pause of nightscape’s approach when each being settles, to simply live  
in and of its self. You too, sweet svelte redoubt. As within so without,  
mountain above as mountain below (I remark). But which mirrors  
which? is the koan (when outreaching to give her a goodnight’s kiss).  
 
The youngest child groans.  
 
Does it really matter, Mum? I smile, shake my head, while he to  
his (non-Hesse-sanctioned) opus in genuine gratitude returns … 
 


